Time-resolved x-ray scattering studies of epitaxial overlayers are presented. The results illustrate the usefulness of high-brightness synchrotron probes for studying the cooperative kinetics of interfaces during rapid thermal processing.
I. INTRODUCTION III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
High-resolution x-ray diffraction is finding increasing application as a reliable nondestructive method for the characterization of epitaxial semiconductors; layer thicknesses, composition, strain, and coherence can be determined with excellent precision.' This information is important in view of the direct bearing of structural quality of heterointerfaces on the electrical characteristics of modern semiconductor devices. With synchrotron sources, it is now feasible to extend diffraction measurements into the time domain. For the present study, we have combined developments in dispersive optics and fast area detectors to obtain measurements while the structure is undergoing changes during the annealing process2
Here, we present one example of how these new synchrotron techniques allow us to address the kinetics of strained layer relaxation. We have studied in real time the dynamics of Ge,Sii _ x (~~0.20) alloy films grown4 epitaxially on a silicon (100) substrate. Rather than viewing relaxation as the result of single dislocation kinetics5 (nucleation and multiplication), we find that it is necessary to take a global view of the problem. In particular, we take advantage of the power of real-time, x-ray scattering to provide information about the long-range cooperative behavior of the strained layer during the relaxation process.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The kinetics measurements are carried out using a radiation-hardened charge coupled device (CCD) x-ray detector3 consisting of 340x580 pixels, each 22.5pm square (Fig. 1) . In order to collect real-time data, a horizontal slit is used to mask the surface of the CCD chip. After a predetermined exposure time ( =: 100 ms in this experiment), the charge collected on the exposed area is transferred to the masked area of the chip using the parallel row-transfer register. In this mode, the detector operates as a "streak camera" recording one-dimensional diffraction information with a time-resolution determined by the speed of the parallel transfer (-20 @row in the present detector). The CCD is oriented such that the horizontal angular dispersion of the beam is utilized to record a moderately high-resolution (Aw = 10 arc s) diffraction profile.
The samples used in this study are -2000 A thick and their compositions span the so-called "metastable" region where the kinetics of strain relaxation has been found previously to play an important role in determining the nature of the epitaxial structure.6 By monitoring the diffraction angle of the (004) Ge,Sii _ X peak, which is a direct measure of the perpendicular lattice spacing b1 , both lattice constants b1 and bl, are known throughout the heating cycle. Since the x-ray penetration depth is several microns, the Si substrate lattice constant a0 is also monitored. In this experiment, the tetragonal distortion or strain of the overlayer can be followed in real time during a rapid thermal annealing (RTA) cycle (Fig. 3 1. Also shown in Fig. 3 for comparison is the calculated lattice constant of a GeO.zoSio.so free-standing film undergoing thermal expansion. This curve represents the behavior that a Geo,zoSio,so tilm would have if removed from the substrate.
In a reciprocal space representation (Fig. 2 ) the scattering geometry is equivalent to a rocking curve (i.e., the length of the scattering wave vector is essentially fixed and its direction sweeps through an angular range of =: 250 arc s). Whereas the detector in a standard double-crystal rocking curve geometry is essentially wide open and integrating at each rocking angle, in the dispersive geometry used with an area detector, each incoming ray on the sample is diffracted into a different pixel on the CCD array (Fig. 2) . The topmost curve represents the calculated lattice constant (b,) for an ideally pseudomorphic layer.
The most striking feature of Fig. 3 is the existence of several discontinuities. On heating, b1 starts increasing along the pseudomorphic thermal expansion curve but then undergoes a transition to a smaller (baseline) value somewhat lower than that at ambient temperature. Then, bl increases, following the same slope as the pseudomorphic curve. On further heating bl drops back to its baseline value, increases again, drops back, and so on. A similar behavior, in reverse, is observed on cooling.
During rapid heating the Geo,&$,so layer expands along the [OOl] direction (and also in the basal plane) increasing the vertical strain b,-bll faster than the basal plane expansion. The Ge+~$&.s~ basal plane is pinned to the Si lattice by the coherent matching of the lattices at the interface. As bl-bll becomes critical, the GeaaoSio,so strained layer can reduce its vertical strain as well as continue its expansion in the [OOl] direction by unpinning and slipping along the interface. Once this occurs, the strain In a further set of kinetics experiments, we looked at RTA effects on ion-implanted layers. Specifically, we investigated the effect of ion implantation on the annealing kinetics of In,Al, _ .As/InP prototype heterostructure insulated gate field effect transistor (HIGFET) layers. Of particular interest is the quality of the layer structure, especially after a rapid thermal annealing treatment used for implant activation. We found that there are dramatic differences in the structural coherence after RTA depending on whether the layers are virgin or implanted.
For these studies, an undoped 5250 A-thick In,Al, -As (x = 0.54), layer was grown by molecular beam epitaxy on a semi-insulating (SI) InP substrate; details of the growth are given in Ref. 8. Si ions were implanted by a double energy (J!?) process under similar conditions that apply to HIGFET technology, namely Ei = 30 keV at dose D, = 2 x 1013 cm -* followed by E2 = 70 keV, D2 = 4 X 1013 cm -'. RTA (capless annealing under Ar gas flow) at 750 "C for 30 s was used for implant activation. Figure 4 (a) compares the rocking curves of the virgin (unimplanted) sample before and after RTA. There is essentially no difference. In Fig. 4(b) , we again compare the x-ray profiles of the sample before and after RTA, this time in the implanted state; whereas there was virtually no change in the virgin sample, the implanted structure now becomes much more coherent and uniform as the result of an identical RTA treatment. Note the appearance of a well defined fringe pattern [ Fig. 4(b) ] which fits almost exactly the calculated dynamical scattering' profile for the ideal structure; indeed the value of eL after RTA in implanted samples is almost exactly what is expected (E* = 0.416% ) for a perfectly pseudomorphic overlayer at this composition (including the tetragonal distortion) and so there is no dislocation formation during RTA. One possible explanation for the improvement of the long-range coherence in the structure is that the efficiency of coupling the RTA light source into the overlayer may be enhanced by the presence of interband states created by implantation. This would lead to enhanced absorption in the infrared region together with increased heating rates and, consequently, more effective annealing of defects.
In Fig. 5(a) , we show the variation in position of the InAlAs overlayer peak measured using real-time synchrotron radiation techniques as the sample is undergoing RTA. Note that, unlike the strained Ge,Sii --x case described above, the InAlAs layer is practically lattice matched and unstrained. On heating, we observe a differential thermal expansion, On cooling, a reverse differential which proceeds via a sequence of metastable states characterized by domains of differing strain. thermal contraction process is observed before the InAlAs peak position settles into a seemingly stable equilibrium position. Surprisingly, however, a discontinuous transition takes place at ~220 s. This is accompanied by a sharpening of the overlayer peak as the coherence of the overlayer suddenly improves. Figure 5 (b) shows another plot of the position of the InAlAs (400) peak in the rocking curve as the sample is subjected to a second RTA process. This time, we observe that no further lattice relaxation has taken place and that the InAlAs peak has attained its stable position characteristic of pseudomorphic growth.
In summary, the measurements obtained in a timeresolved mode by specially developed synchrotron radiation techniques reveal an unexpectedly complex pathway of interfacial kinetics by means of which an entire semiconductor heterostructure can cooperatively attain its ideal, stable state. In particular, we have shown that interfacial strain relaxation is not, as previously believed, a gradual process occurring through local misfit dislocation migration but a discontinous, cooperative mechanism 706
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